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SCHOOL LIFE
PRESENTATION
Life in "Aleko Konstantinov " school is a kaleidoscope of personal ties and events. So, today you will
meet a man whose fate is inextricably associated with our school life. This is Mr. Pancho Pantchev ,
manager of the security company and the Vocational training centre 'Informa " LTD . This is the
company that ensures our peace and security, and the Centre is included in the list of approved
providers of services in the campaign called “I can do more". He worked as a teacher, a co-assistant
of the press , and from 1980 until 1996 - in the Ministry of Interior. Then he continued in the
direction of "Bank Security" in CB " Biochim " and " Hebrosbank " JSC. But we would like to present
him primarily as an active reader and writer. In a variety of literary works with different themes, such
as business , psychology, fiction, Mr. Pantchev highlighted the genre of the short story and authors
like Chekhov , Nikolai Haytov, whom he personally knew, Ivaylo Petrov and others.
On July 18, 2013 in "Trakart" cultural centre the presentation of his book " The game goes on " took
place. It is a collection of short stories with a parsimonious expression, a sudden twist and an unusual
finish. They are not fictional but real. In some of these events the author was a participant himself .
“Aleko Media” club

SCHOOL FOR PARENTS
MAKE YOUR CHILD AN OPTIMIST !

Benefits of optimism have been proved countless times by various research studies. Optimists enjoy
better health and longer life, unlike pessimists. They experience less severe stress and achieve more
in life. During child`s growth, while his/her personality is still in its infancy , you can influence your
child and can educate his pessimistic or optimistic thinking. Be sure optimism is achieved by training.
Here are some ways through which you can help your child to build this invaluable trait and to grow a
happy and positively thinking child:
Help him/her try success!
Stimulate success!
Ask him/her how he/she feels!
Remind him/her of success during time of failure!
Emphasize on the good side

Make him/her look for a future success
Don`t award him/her without deserving that
Don`t use negative etiquette
Give examples of your own behavior
Remember! When everything around you starts to crumble, think positive, forget Murphy's Law and
impute destruction to gravity. Let yourself surrender for only a day or two and then think ahead.
And most important, if you assume to be a pessimist, do not give this quality to your children! Teach
them that there is always a way out of any situation! Success!
Zdravka Petrova, a pedagogical advisor – from materials in Internet

LIBRARY – INFO CENTRE
Last week students from 3 “a” class, having Viliana Delcheva as their class teacher, presented their
readers` diaries which reflected their book reading during the summer. The lesson in Librarian
knowledge, in the words of the children, was one of the most pleasant and interesting in this day.
Since they know for a long time the benefits of a reader`s diary and how it can be best structured /
only as recommendations, creativity here is desired in its greatest degree /, we decided to read what
they had written.
The children showed a special beneficial interest to the next activity which was an exchange of
diaries. All together they chose the best ones that we publish on the pages of the school newspaper,
and the others decorate the shelves of the library.

READING AND PHYSICAL HEALTH
We know that reading is useful for the intellectual and personal growth of man, but it turns out that
the books are useful for the physical health, too, say scientists from Oxford. Professor John Stein
from Oxford University is certain that we should not read it as a passive activity. When you sit with a
book in the hands, you exercise the whole brain. Sinking between pages we do much more than
simply follow the story. Our imagination is actively building pictures of what is happening to the
characters , due to being put in their place. The study was conducted using magnetic resonance.
According to the study , if one reads about landscapes , sounds, flavors and tastes, centrers in his
brain are activated. These centers are those , which would have been active in dealing with the real,
and not with the paper experience. In other words our brain experiences and feels everything that
happens to the characters in the book if we were in their place. Meanwhile similar things do not
happen when you watch TV or play a computer game. In 2009, scientists at the University of Sussex
proved that 6 minutes of reading reduce stress with more than 2/3 that is much faster than listening
to music or walking in the fresh air.

ECOLOGY
ATMOSPHERE POLLUTION
One has been polluting the atmosphere for thousands of years now. In the recent years lots of
places and regions with very polluted air are observed, which is associated with the development and
concentration of industry and the transport in them. Billions of tons of solid and gaseous particles are
thrown up in the air. The action of harmful substances in the air can be enhanced by the mutual
reactions between them, their accumulation in the mountains, the long duration of presence in the
air, especially the weather conditions and other factors.
A generally recognized polluting factor is the industrial production. Sources of pollution are: thermal
power plants , which furthermore dispose smoke and carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide and other gases ;
metallurgical enterprises, especially those of non-ferrous metal business that emit nitrogen oxides,
hydrogen sulfide , chlorine , fluorine , ammonia , phosphorus compounds, particles and compounds
of mercury and arsenic ; chemical and cement plants.
Ivan Ganev – teacher of Geography

FUN PAGE
BEST-SELLING TOY OF 2013

A robotic fish that comes to life when it is placed in water, is the best selling toy of 2013 according to
the "Daily mail". Fifteen million copies of it have been already sold. It is among the five most popular
toys in 40 countries. Every day the "Zuru" company from Hong Kong produces 700 000 numbers of
them. There are eight different fish to collect and a bowl in which they can be placed . The Clown fish
is sold in various colors: green, orange, blue and pink ; the sharks are gray , blue , black, red and
green . Other accessories can also be purchased, such as a castle , corals, fish nets and a special
stand on which they can be placed being removed from the water. Brightly colored fish swim as real
in water, but as soon as being removed they are deactivated. Thanks to their smooth movements
they can surround underwater objects and by touching the walls of the vessel in which they are
placed, they can change direction of movement.
They are developed using the newest technology of aquatic robots. Their activation in water is
possible thanks to carbonic sensors. Some coaches use the toy to help young children enter the
swimming pool.
And you can swim together with it in the bathtub!
“Aleko media” club

CHESS CLUB

Reply of the task in issue 93:
1.Oh7 W h7 2.De6
1-0
New task:
Black to move win
Dimitar Iltchev - Head of the Chess Club

